KERRY BLUE TERRIERS
UNITED STATES KERRY BLUE
TRI CLUB

The year 1974 was a good year for the Kerry Blue breed. A number of herd line dogs (in the United States) and outstanding Kerry Blue Terriers, and a number of KBT clubs were formed in the United States. In 1974, the Kerry Blue Terrier became the first breed to be included in the American Kennel Club’s (AKC) specialty show list. The AKC began recognizing Kerry Blue Terriers at specialty shows in 1974.

Successful parent Specialties have been held with the Alana’s Mara’s winning at ATC in 1974 under Marion Ramratt and the Stone’s owner-handled ch. Kerrytray’s Blue Challenge won the Specialty at Montgomery County in 1974.

It is heartening to note that no one dog in any given part of the country absolutely dominates the awards and also it is good to see that breeding is going forward well with a number of dogs currently leading the ring. Competition is pretty equal between professional and amateur. While many of the top handlers are professional and hunting dogs are a huge part of the ring, the terrier is pretty equal between professional and amateur. The stones that make the top dogs in the ring are those that have been trying to improve and improve. The stones that are trying to improve are those that have been trying to improve and improve.
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